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T h i s bu l l e t i n is pu b l i s h e d se mi -m o n t h l y b y t h e N a t i o n a l
As s o c i a t i o n o f Co st A c c o u n t a n t s, 1790 B r o a d w a y , N e w
Y o r k . S u b s c r i p t i o n p r i c e ,810.0 0 p e r ye a r. E n t e r e d a t
t h e Po st O f f i c e , N e w Y o r k , N . Y . , as se c on d - cl ass m at t e r
A u g u s t 2 8, 1 9 2 5 , u n d e r t h e A c t of M a r c h 3, 1 8 7 9 .

ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
Now tha t inventori es a re being k ept a t a minimu m in m ost ma nu fa ctu ring
and merca ntile businesses it seems to be an excellent time to consider improvements in methods of inventory planning and control, as well as the bases
of inventory valuation. Inventory records should be designed to facilitate
the taking of physical inventories as well as to serve as a check on slow moving and fa st - moving items, a nd t he i nven tory tu rn over a s a wh ole. T he
ma in pu rpose in mind shou ld be to k eep a minimu m inventory for ma ximu m
sa les a nd to eliminate the slow - moving and obsolete items as ra pidly a s possible. Among the methods of valuing inventories, the basis most commonly
used is tha t of cost or market, whichever is lower. However, the qu estions
of what constitu tes "cost," a nd wha t is "ma rk et" a re not a lwa ys easily nor
satisfa ctorily a nswered. The first pa per presented in this issue of ou r Bulletin is the resu lt of a brief su rvey ma d e by the a u thor in a n a ttempt to determine the genera l pra ctices followed by a ccountants rela tive to va luing inventories at cost or ma rk et, whichever is lower.
William R. Donaldson, the a uthor of the first paper, is a member of the
firm of Miller, Donaldson and Company, Certified Public Accou ntants with
their main office in New York City. H e attended George Wa shington,
Fordliam and New York Universities, and is a member of the Ne w Y o r k
Ba r. Prior to the wa r he was engaged in legal work. From July, 1917,
to December, 1918, he served with the America n Red Cross in Fra nce in
accounting and management capacities. H e has been engaged in public
accounting practice since 1919. Mr. Donaldson has been an active member
of the N. A. C. A. since 19 2 0 a nd wa s president of the New York Chapter
last year. H e has addressed several of our chapters and has written extensively on accounting topics for various technical journals. H e is the
a u thor of the N. A. C. A. pu blication: "Cost Accou nting in the Production
of Motion Pictu res," Bulletin I, December 1, 1923.
The second paper deals with an excellent method of inventory planning
and control. W . F. Block, Systems Branch Ma nager for Remington Rand,
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., has been in the office equipment business fo r th e pa st
twenty yea rs designing forms a nd routine for ledgers, stock records, production records, sa les records, filing, etc., for practically every type of bu siness.
Du ring the past ten yea rs he has given his special interest to mercha ndise
control and stock records. H e has talked on these subjects before various
N. A. C. A. cha pters. He created a nd pu blished a tu rnover profit cha rt a nd
invented a mechanical tu rnover calcu la tor.
In th e ti tl e o f th e th ir d p a p er t he a u th or h a s c oin ed a n ew wo rd , UT IL IT I Z A T I O N . Howev er, if, a s th e a u t hor hope s, th is t erm c a n b e u se d to repla ce two words in accou nting terminology, Depreciation and Obsolescence,
he shou ld deserve the tha nk s of the whole a ccou nting profession. T he ma in
thought which is expressed is that depreciation and obsolescence, as those
terms a re u su a lly applied, shou ld be cha rged into produ ction costs in proportion to volume of produ ction a nd not in strict relation to t he t ime element.
He pr opose s the term UT IL IT IZAT ION to in clu de both the eleme nts o f depreciation and obsolescence. T wo very interesting cha rts a re used to illustra te the opera tion of the pla n he proposes.
John Pauly, the a u thor of this p a per, wa s employed for some ti me a s cost
accountant and stores ma na ger by the La mson Stores Company. La ter he
wa s employed as pu rchasing a gent by the America n Bosch Magneto Company
and a s office ma na ger of T a it Bros., a nd a s a ssista nt genera l ma na ger of the
Alden Ma nu fa ctu ring Co. At t he p rese nt t ime he is c ost a cc ou nt a nt for the
Ha mpden Glazed Pa per a nd Ca rd Co. of Holyoke, Ma ss.
In 1923 Mr. Pauly was Vice President of the National Association of
Pu rchasing Agents, and is the author of numerous articles which appeared
in The Purcha.rfn.q Agent over a period of yea rs. H e is now a director of
Our Springfield Cha pter.
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C O S T O R ' M A RK E T , W HI C H E V E R I S L O W E R
By William R. Donaldson, Member,
Miller, Donaldson & Co., New York, N. Y.
W THEN the close of the fiscal year comes rolling along we get
out our forms of inventory tags and tickets and summary
sheets, distribute them to designated employees out in the factory
and in the office, issue instructions on what should be counted and
tallied and how it should be done, and then proceed with the bustle
of taking and recording the physical inventory. From the tags
and tickets turned in, sorted by product groupings, the data may
then be carried on to summary tabulations. Check -up is made to
insure that everything has been covered and all forms issued accounted for and then we launch into applying the proper prices
and extending the value of the inventory.
"Cost or market, whichever is lower," we are told, is to be the
basis for this pricing and valuing, so we must ascertain the "cost"
and the "market" prices of the various items included in our inventory and put them down alongside of the respective items. And
now we face the important problem of deciding: What is cost? —
What is market?
In the writer's fourteen years of practice as a public accountant
he has reviewed hundreds of inventories in many and varied industries and has found that the concepts of "cost" and of "mar ket" actually employed are widely diverse —so much so, that thousands, even millions of dollars, higher or lower, would result in
using one concept as against another. Practices followed in one
enterprise in an industry are quite dissimilar to those of another
enterprise in the same industry. Each contends that its concept of
pricing is correct and the other wrong. Some companies are decidedly conservative and keep values as low as they dare, deducting
reserves against inventory for all sorts of contingencies; others
lean toward liberal, almost inflated, valuations. Yet both companies
can with logic defend their prices as representing "cost" and
"market." Public accountants have become used to this situation
and recognize that a wide zone exists in which prices used may
swing and still be acceptable as proper in stating that inventories
are "at cost or market, whichever is lower."
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In his desire to secure for inclusion in this article a succinct
cross - section of opinion as to the practices generally recognized as
proper and acceptable, the writer prepared and caused to be distributed at meetings of the New York and the Brooklyn Chapters
of the N. A. C. A. a form of questionnaire containing 58 state ments of practices he has found followed in various companies and
requested the members and guests present to indicate their views
as to those practices they approve, those they deem optional but
less desirable and those they do not approve. It was also requested
that responses indicate which practices were used in their companies. This questionnaire appears herein in full as an "Appendix"
but in the spaces designated for response have now been inserted
reference numbers which will be mentioned in discussing the subject comprehended by the particular statements and the responses
received thereto.
While not as many questionnaires were returned as had been
hoped for, still they were sufficient in number to give a fair view
of opinion and to check the writer's observations. In one respect
they were disappointing; they did not show generally the extent
to which the views were used or followed in the respondents'
companies.
To keep this article concise and to avoid repetitious cross- references the suggestion is made that at the conclusion of this paragraph the reader turn to the Appendix and read carefully the 58
statements which will be found grouped by classes and kinds of
inventory. Within the compass of these statements is practically
every consideration apt to arise in most industries in determining
the "cost" and the "market" prices of the items of inventory to be
priced. The introduction to the questionnaire explains the viewpoint in which it was conceived and the angle of approach to the
responses which was sought. Having read the Appendix the reader
can follow more clearly the discussion which follows:
Raw Materials (1 to 15) : Both the "average" price and the
"first in —first out" bases were reported as acceptable, with the
"average" slightly favored. Those preferring the "average" almost all indicated the other method as optional; while those approving the latter method were not inclined to consider the "average" method as proper. "Price of last purchase" was generally re190
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jected as wrong but several indicated approval and a few, optional.
Rebates in the form of quantity discounts not receivable until subsequent year must be applied to reduce price is the consensus, yet
a substantial number indicated this was not necessary and a scattered few that it was optional. As to pricing under a system of
standard costs, the weight of opinion is that the use of standard
costs is proper, that debit price variations may be added back into
price if desired and that credit variations should be given effect to
reduce price. Opinion seems nearly evenly divided on the question of whether standard cost without adjustment for credit variations should be used; the majority say "No," but if there is added
to those approving those who say it is optional, the total about
equals those who oppose. A substantial series of noes to all these
statements on standard costs points out, from the angle of inventory pricing at least, that many opponents of standard costs are
still abroad in the land.
As to market price, the verdict is overwhelming that year -end
market quotations should be used and not the latest purchase price.
A bare majority say that a lesser market price announced to be
effective the first day of the new year need not be recognized, but
while about half that number state it should be considered an equal
number state it is optional. Practically all responses favor writing
down to market only in instances where free market and quotations
exist and require that specially made material be adjusted to current lower quotations, where obtainable. Quite a number indicate
however that market reduction is required of materials other than
those freely marketed and quoted. Likewise, several state it is optional or unnecessary to reduce specially made material to the basis
of a year -end replacement quotation. Opinion is evenly divided as
to whether prospective loss on purchase commitments based on yearend market price should be taken in current year's P. z L. or footnoted on the Balance Sheet as a contingent loss. Including the
"optional" responses as indicating acceptability, then 70% is the
score for the footnote practice.
Factory Supplies (16 to 18) : It is somewhat difficult to draw
exact conclusions from the manner in which these three questions
were answered, but the thought appears to be that it is not essential to reduce special supplies, repair parts, etc., to current quotations from suppliers. On the other hard, bulk and general supplies
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with free markets such as coal, fuel oil, etc., should be reduced to
current market quotations.
Wor k in Process —Labor (19 to 27) : For the first three
statements (19 to 2 1 ) comes approval that labor in inventory as
shown by work in process account is the correct practice, with a
substantial number responding that this base or the replacement
wage rate base is optional. Nevertheless, a large number insist that
labor in inventory should be reduced to current replacement wage.
The vast majority state that price should not be reduced to wage
scale announced effective in the succeeding fiscal year; several indicate this adjustment as optional. As to standard costs ( 2 3 to
2 7 ) : responses vary widely and seem to bear no relationship to
one another in consistency of treatment. This again evidences that
while a standard cost system may be in operation just how resulting
costs should be treated for financial statement purposes is still a
matter of general indecision, if not dispute. This much seems
clear; that while a fair number state that inventory may be priced
at standard disregarding debit and credit variations, a far greater
number believe that pricing at standard should be reduced if large
credit variations occurred. If debit variations occurred several
state that price should be increased and a greater number specify
this action as optional. Reducing inventory to a new and lower
standard set for the succeeding year draws about equal division
of opinion, but increasing to a higher standard meets decided disapproval.
Material in Process (28 to 34) : Whether materials in process
should be regarded for market pricing purposes from the angle of
the raw material constituents therein or from the angle of the finished product which they will compose, has divided thought. While
the majority incline toward the raw material view and specify
pricing should be on the same basis as if raw material, they signify
quite strongly that if resulting finished product shows a profit
above cost it is not necessary to reduce material in process to raw
materials market. Such attitude when combined with the ideas of
those who lean toward the finished product angle leaves the question a bit confused. The writer is inclined to think that this supports his own observation that in those industries where basic raw
material constitutes the largest part of finished goods cost, market
price of finished goods moving somewhat in relation to raw ma192
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terial prices, the materials in process are priced on the raw material
base, (for example — woolen and cotton yarns and piece - goods,
castings, pipings, strip steel and brass, copper wire, etc.). In
other industries where raw material cost is low and labor and overhead represent the principal manufacturing costs, market price is
viewed from finished goods price base. As to standard costs (32
to 34) : again the responses show the same inconsistency in accepting the prices developed by the cost system. About half say adjustment is not necessary for price or usage variations and the
other half say adjustment should be made. Pricing at new standard
draws the same division with tendency toward disapproval.
Factory Burden (Overhead) (35 to 43) : Most of the responses approved the use of burden prices developed by the normal
functioning of the cost system; adjustment to closing month's actual rate of burden met with disapproval; predetermined rate set
at the beginning of the year received 5o% approval; and new rate
based on review of year's operations drew the same degree of acceptance. As to the latter two methods those indicating `optional"
about equaled the approvals. This would tend to indicate that no
fixed rule for pricing the burden element is recognized and that any
reasonable basis is looked upon as acceptable. That cost of carrying
wholly idle buildings, etc., is not a proper part of burden pricing
was agreed upon with only a straggling contra and "optional" vote.
Cost of unused time of only part -time departments, etc., may properly be included in burden pricing, say about one -third of the responses; one -third say it is optional, while the remaining third disapprove. As to standard costs (41 to 43) : another series of inconsistent replies appear. The conclusion drawn is that standard
prices are generally satisfactory but adjustment upward or downward ought to be made to weigh in the effect of variations.
As to Market Price of Work in Process (44 to 46) : It was
agreed by a substantial preponderance, if cost appears to be above
equivalent finished goods market, that reduction should be made.
Views are not as strongly expressed on the percentage deduction
refer red t o in 45, a substantial vote for "No" a nd "Optional"
being tallied. However, the view prevails that in addition future
loss on uncompleted work should be provided for.
Finished Goods (47 to 56) : Pricing of finished goods on basis
of "average" and of "first in —first out" receives about equal
193
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approval, somewhat more favorably toward the first method but
with many marking "Optional" as to both methods. Last lot
produced and current month's (replacement) cost methods do
not register approval, some few, however, indicating "optional."
As to stating finished goods prices on basis of anticipated costs
(51) most responses do not favor but those approving and saying
.,optional" total almost those disapproving. As to market prices
(52 to 56) : the fair average price offered to the trade, though
lower prices may be extended to a favored few, is approved by
a large majority. That quantity year -end rebates and discounts
should be considered in determining proper market price is favored, but not by any great weight of opinion. Whether selling
price must be reduced by an allowance for selling expenses, etc.,
to arrive at "market price" for inventory purposes is a question
of nearly equal division, with the tally inclined toward approval,
but if the "optional" votes are included with the negative that viewpoint would register a majority. That farther reduction should be
made to allow for administration expenses receives a negative majority with a heavy contra opinion recorded.
"Cost or market, whichever is lower" as defined in 57 wins
approval "hands down"; as defined in 58 loses heavily with many
noes but strangely draws a substantial "optional" following.
So, having learned how New York and Brooklyn men look at
the problems and practices involved in pricing inventories, what
conclusion can be drawn? Only this, that hard and fast rules
do not exist; that the field is wide open for him who has a passion
for standardization and the formulation of definite rules. Perhaps our own N. A. C. A. might like to undertake the task of
settling the open questions and announcing its stand. The United
States Government in its Income Tax Regulations and rulings
touches only lightly some of the disputed points.
It is interesting to read what the Committee on Cooperation with
Stock Exchanges of the American Institute of Accountants has
to say on this subject in the recent pamphlet "Corporate Accounts
and Reports," which has been sponsored by the New York Stock
Exchange and distributed by it to corporations whose securities
are listed on that Exchange. On page 6 is found:
Aga in, the most commonly accepted method of stating inventories is at
cost or mark et, whichever is lower; but within this rule widely different
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resu lts ma y be derived, according to the deta iled methods of its application.
For insta nce, a t times like the present, cost of finished goods ma y be deemed
to be the a c tu a l cost a s increased by subnormal operation, or a n or ma l co st
computed on the basis of a normal scale of operations. It m a y or may not
include interest during the period of production, or various kinds of overhead expenses. Ma rket value may be either gross or net, a fter deducting
direct selling expenses. T he choice between cost or market may be ma de
in respect of each sepa ra te item or of cla sses of items, or of the inventory a s
a whole. Frequently, whether a profit or a
for t he ye a r is shown depends on the precise way in which the ru le is applied. And since the conventions which are to be observed must, to possess value, be based on a
combina tion of theoretica l and pra ctical considera tions, there are few, if any,
which ca n fa irly be cla imed to be so inherently superior in merit to possible
alterna tives that they a lone shou ld be rega rded as a cceptable.

On page 8:
Aga in, it is not a matter of grea t importance to investors whether the
cost or ma rk et rule for sta ting inventories is applied to individual items or
to t he i nven tory a s a wh ole , bu t it is very imp orta nt to t he i nvestor tha t he
should be a dvised if the test is applied to individual items at the beginning
of the yea r a nd to the inventory a s a whole a t th e cl ose ther eof.

The Institute's Committee has recommended (not yet required
by the Exchange) that each listed corporation cause to be adopted,
made available to its stockholders and filed with the Exchange, a
statement of the methods of accounting and reporting employed
by it which is to be binding on its accounting department. The
pamphlet shows on page 15 as to the contents of this statement:
(b) In respect of inventories: T he statement should show in fa irly considera ble deta il the basis of va lu ation of the inventory. The sta tement u nder
this head wou ld be su bsta ntia lly a su mma ry in genera l terms of the instructions issued by the company to those cha rged with the duty of prepa ring
the actual inventories. It would not be sufficient to say that the inventory
was ta k en on t he ba sis o f cost or market, whichever is lower. The precise
significance a ttached to these terms should be disclosed, fo r th e reasons set
forth on pa g e 3 of the l etter.
T he statement should include a specific description of the way in which
any intercompany profit on goods included in the inventory is dealt with.
It shou ld show u nder this hea d, or in rela tion to income or su rplu s a ccou nt,
exa ctly how redu ctions from cost to ma rk et va lu e a re trea ted in the a ccou nts
and how the inventories so redu ced are treated in the su cceeding period. It is,
for insta nce, a ma tter of first importa nce to investors if inventories have been
redu ced to cost o r m a rk et a t t he end of the ye a r by a ch a rg e t o su rpl u s a ccou nt, a nd the income for the su cceeding year determined on the basis of the
reduced valuation of the inventory thus arrived at. Obviously, under such
a procedu re the a ggrega te income shown for
a series of vea rs is not the tru e
income for the period.

The movement toward full and proper disclosure of corporate
accounts, initiated by the New York Stock Exchange as to its
listed corporations and now receiving impetus from many quarters,
195
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is resulting in the crystallizing of thought on mooted accounting
treatments. The Exchange has already announced its views (almost rules) on the proper classification and reflection in financial
statements of such things as treasury stock owned, dividends received on treasury stock, capital and earned surpluses, income derived from retirement of own bonds and stocks at less than par,
etc. Should the Exchange proceed to adopt further the suggestions of the American Institute, the day may come when we shall
have some sort of official or semi - official pronouncement covering
the inventory pricing practices discussed in this article.
Why not turn to the Appendix now, enter your own views using
the symbols suggested, file this article away in a safe place, and
some day in the future you may have the opportunity to check
your score against an "Official Answer."

AP PE ND IX
COST OR MARKE T, WHI CHE VE R IS LOWE R
(Please read carefully before filling in following statements)
Most all of us these days have been struggling with the proper
pricing and valuing of inventories. Raw material prices constantly decreasing, wage rates reduced several times within the
year, plants operating at a fraction of capacity —all these conditions make the problem of proper pricing difficult —and then the
question "What is market ?" It is generally recognized that there
is a wide zone within which prices may swing and still be acceptable. Some enterprises are conservative, even ultra- conservative,
and follow the policy of slashing year -end inventory valuations to
the bone; others, more liberal in viewpoint, follow the policy of
setting valuations at as high a figure as it is possible to do without
drawing criticism from their auditors.
The attached sheet asks your views on the statements found
therein. Please bear in mind that the intention is to find the consensus of the Chapter members on these important points in pricing and treating inventories. Do not view the statements in relation to what is the best method of determining costs for management control or for cost system purposes or what is the most
conservative treatment, but leaning toward liberalism in valua196
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tion, what are the proper and acceptable practices which could not
be criticized in presenting a balance sheet with the inventories
stated to be "at cost or market, whichever is lower."
Please indicate your answers with letters. A — approve;
O — optional but less desirable; No — wrong and not approved.
Please also indicate, if known, whether the company with which
you are connected follows the practice by writing U — use. (For
example, A U — approve and use; No U — do not approve but
company uses.) Statements should not be signed so that your
views and the practices of your company will be kept confidential.
Statements will be collected before the speaker of the evening
commences his talk. You will then be given another form for
your information and upon which you may enter the tally when
announced. It is the intention to tabulate these statements and
announce the results.
A = (Approve)
No= ( Wrong and not approved)

0= (Optional but less desirable)
U = (Used by Company)

Raw Materials. (As to Cost) : Cost is the average price from
stores cards determined by averaging purchases t. It is that
shown by stores cards on "first in —first out" basis 2. It is the
price of the last purchase 3. Rebates in the form of quantity
discounts accrued but not receivable until succeeding year should
be applied to reduce cost 4. (As to Standard Cost) : Cost is the
standard predetermined cost 5. Where debit variations in standard
material costs were reflected during year, part of "price variation
account" may be apportioned back to inventory to adjust upward to
actual cost 6. Where credit variations occurred (carried to P. & L.)
part of "price variation account" should be apportioned back to inventory to adjust downward to actual cost j. Such credit variations may be entirely disregarded and standard price used without adjustment 8. (As to Market Price) : It is the latest purchase price 9. It is the market quotation at the close of fiscal
year io. If a price reduction is announced effective the first day
or early in the succeeding year, price must be stated at the announced change even though not effective until succeeding year 11.
Inventory price must be reduced to market only where basic standard raw materials and a free market and quotations exist 12.
Price must be reduced on raw materials especially made where
197
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lower current market quotations from suppliers can be secured Q.
As to all raw material commitments (not yet received and therefore not in inventory) where market price is less than contract
price the reduction to market should be charged off to P. & L.
in current year 14. Such reduction need not be charged off, it is
sufficient to show as foot -note on balance sheet as a contingent
loss 15.
Factory Supplies. These must be priced at cost or market on
exactly the same basis as raw materials 16. These must be reduced to market only on basic products with free market, such
as coal, fuel oil, paints, etc. 17. It is not necessary to reduce to
market special supplies such as electrical fixtures, hardware, machinery and motor parts, etc., where a vast number of current
quotations from individual manufacturers must be obtained i8.
Wor k i n Pr ocess. Labor in Process. Labor cost should be
stated at actual as represented by work in process on hand at
close of the year even though labor rates were reduced toward
the close of the year i9. Labor cost in inventory should be
stated at reduced wage rates in effect at close of year to adjust
inventory to current replacement cost 2o. Labor cost should be
stated at average wage rates in effect during period inventory on
hand was built up 21. Where wage scale is announced to be reduced effective early in the succeeding year labor in inventory
should be reduced to new scale 22.
(Standard Cost) : Labor cost should be stated at standard even
though substantial debit or credit variations occurred during the
year carried to P. & L. 23. Inventory should be adjusted to reduce standard labor content where large credit variations (all
taken in P. & L.) occurred during period inventory was accumulated 24. Inventory should be adjusted to increase standard labor
content where large debit variations (all taken in P. & L.) occurred
during the period inventory was accumulated 25. Where lower
standard labor cost is set for succeeding year, labor in inventory
should be reduced to new standard 26. If new higher standard
is set for succeeding year new inventory should be adjusted upward to new standard 27.
Material in Process. Raw material in process should be viewed
in its constituent elements in the same manner as actual raw material in stores not yet put into process and priced on same basis
198
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as stores, viz., cost or market whichever lower, in the same manner
indicated above under raw materials 28. In such event where
standard cost system is used raw material in process should be
treated in the same manner as answered above under raw material 29. Raw material put into process loses its character as
such and adjustment to market price should be based on the
finished product which it will eventually represent and not the raw
material prices 30. Recognizing that raw material price structure
would necessitate reduction in raw materials in process if viewed
as raw materials but that finished product market prices are above
cost, it is not necessary to adjust inventory cost arrived at through
normal and proper functioning of cost system 31. ( Standard
Cost) : Where substantial debit or credit price or usage variations occurred during the period the inventory was built up, it is
not necessary to adjust price to reflect actual cost of raw material
in process 32. Such cost must be adjusted to show the effect of
variations 33. Where new standard is to be made effective at
beginning of succeeding year, inventory should be valued at new
standard and not at old 34•
Factory Burden (Over head). Overhead in product in process
should be priced at actual reflected on books through normal functioning of cost system 35. It should be adjusted to closing month's
actual rate of overhead 36. It should be priced at predetermined
rate set at beginning of the accounting period 37. It should be
set at new rate based on review of year's operations 38. Cost
of carrying wholly idle and unused buildings, floors, etc., may be
included in overhead and represented in inventory pricing J9.
Cost of carrying unused time of only part -time departments, machines, etc., may be included in overhead pricing 40. ( Standard
Cost) : Overhead in process should be based on current year's
standard and not on new and lower standard set for succeeding
year 41. Rate (price) must be adjusted for inventory pricing
purposes upward or downward to include effect of variations
(carried direct to P. & L.) during period product in inventory
was in process 42. Only credit variations need be considered in
adjusting price; debit variations may be disregarded 43•
Market Price —Work in Process. When it appears that work
in process when finished will cost substantially more than selling
price of finished goods, work in process inventory should be re199
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duced by some amount to effect an equivalent reduction to market
value of the goods in process 44. If so, it is sufficient to reduce
inventory by the percentage of reduction occasioned in pricing
the finished goods inventory and reducing that inventory to market 45. Or, because such work in process cannot be sold until
finished, provision must also be made and charged to P. & L.
for a further loss to market which will occur on that part of
the cost not yet incurred but which must be incurred to make
the goods marketable 46.
Finished Goods. Cost price is that which is taken from perpetual inventory record cards: average 47, "first in —first out"
basis 48, last lot produced 49. It is current month's cost (i.e.,
current replacement cost) 50. Where new raw material contracts at lower price, decrease in wage rates, etc., become effective
at the beginning of the succeeding year, finished goods price
(deemed less than market) should be adjusted downward to include the effect of new lower costs to state such inventory at the
new anticipated cost 51. Market Price. The lowest market price
even though quoted to a few favored large quantity customers
must be used 52. Though lower prices may be offered to a favored
few the fair average price offered to the trade generally is the
proper price 53. Where quantity discounts are offered to trade,
rebated at end of year, market price should be adjusted to allow
for expected rebates 54. "Market price" is not the offered price
to customers but must be reduced further by proper allowance
for selling, delivery, etc., expenses, to constitute "Market price
for inventory purposes" 55. It must be further reduced by an
allowance for administration expenses 56.
"Cost or market, whichever is lower" means that as to individual
items those which cost less than market are not adjusted while
those which cost more than market are written down to market
57. "Cost or market, whichever is lower" means that individual
items are separately priced both at cost and at market and if a
grand total at cost is in excess of the grand total at market, the
inventory is reduced by this difference, i.e., both increases and
decreases at market are considered and netted to constitute the
proper write -down to market 58.
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ACCO UNTING FO R M ATERIAL USE AND CONTROL
By W. A. Block, Systems Branch Manager,
Remington Rand, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
''WHEN
W H E Nresearch takes up the matter of stock records it finds
a good stock record will effect more economies in business than any other operating record and yet it seems to be the
least understood. When I say the least understood, I mean that
hundreds and thousands of so- called stock records are in use in
business where their efficiency might be rated as 2 0 % or 3 4 0
and yet practically all of the details and cost of operation of the
records is involved in keeping up the 2 0 % or 30% records where
a slight change would increase the efficiency of the record to
8o% or i 0 0 % .
Too many business men look upon the stock records as something that is simply consuming clerical cost and would rather get
along without it. Possibly, the reason why so many stock records
are not up to standard is because their original installation was
considered more from the basis of what it would cost than from
the basis of what it would do.
A good modern stock record will first of all balance the stock.
By this is meant that it will increase the stocks of fast - moving
items and decrease the stocks on items that are not moving as
fast as they should. A good stock record will do these things
automatically with the slightest fluctuation in sales, whereas a
poor record will allow overstocks to accumulate and will not aid
in assisting or exposing the slow- moving items. Possibly one of
the reasons why business men have been content with the poor
stock record, or without any, is because they did not appreciate
the savings a good stock record would effect.
Railroads claim that the overhead cost of carrying merchandise
on hand is approximately i 5 / % per year. A wholesaler's or
jobber's cost is more like 1 8 % or 2 0 % per year for every dollar
of merchandise on the shelf. This cost is made up of insurance,
taxes, rent, light, heat, 6901 interest on the inventory value and
a certain portion of the obsolescence suffered during the year.
It is, therefore, only natural that if an inventory of $io o,0 00
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can, through the means of a good stock record, be reduced to
the overhead cost of 18ofo to zo% on $ao,000 has been
saved, or in other language, $3,600 to $4,000 has been added to
the net profit of the business. In addition to this saving, the good
stock record has also maintained the stocks of fast - moving items
at their proper level, thereby increasing sales which otherwise
might have been lost because of out of stock condition, and in
other cases has saved telegraphic expense and express shipments.
Stock records vary in design with the type of business and the
functions they are to perform. They might first be segregated into
two kinds. First, those that are to be used for the benefit of the
general office of a business, for insurance purposes and dollar
value. Second, those that are to be used by the merchandise
manager or branch manager to assist him in knowing what he
has on hand, the price of the merchandise, what he has on order
and how fast each item is selling.
These again might be broken down into those that are to be
used in the retail, wholesale, and manufacturing business. The
simple functions of a stock record, that is, receipts and disbursements, might be identical in design for either a retail, a wholesale
or a manufacturing business; yet the complete designs would vary
considerably, as the proper records for a retail store might not
function for a wholesaler, and the wholesaler's record in turn
would be inadequate for the manufacturer, because as soon as we
get into manufacturing problems it is necessary to consider manufacturing schedules and available balances.
It seems to be the general opinion that a stock record means a
perpetual inventory. This is an erroneous assumption because
many businesses operate much better with what is termed "a
count -of -stock record." The perpetual inventory will give daily
information as to receipts and disbursements. The count -of -stock
method will give regular information as to receipts, but disbursements can only be calculated by deducting the last inventory from
the previous inventory. These inventories may be taken monthly,
semi - monthly or weekly. All other features of the count -ofstock methods will be, or may be, identical to the perpetual inventory. When a stock record is to be adopted, it should be considered from three angles. First, the initial cost, second, the
operating cost, and third, what the record will accomplish. Too
$8o,000
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many times only the initial costs and the operating costs are considered. But, when we review the new record from a standpoint
of what it will do and how much saving can be effected through
its use, we begin to view it from a basis that begins to make the
initial cost and the operating cost look very small.
Now let us enumerate a few things that we want this record
to do. First, to give us a record of the amount of stock on
hand of each item; and to have this up to date, naturally, we
must enter all receipts and disbursements. Let us call that, so
far, a simple warehouse record. This might be obtained either
through the perpetual inventory method or through the count -ofstock method. But for ordering purposes, in order to conserve
time in locating the amount of stock that we may have on order,
we should naturally add the purchase record, which involves three
entries. The first one is made when the purchase order is placed
and the next entry is made when the merchandise is received.
(In some cases the second entry is made when the invoice is received.) The third is made when the invoice is received.
Now, as long as we have had to locate the card or sheets which
contain the record of the items received, and while we have the
invoice in our hands, we might just as well enter the cost of the
items on our records, thereby giving us not only warehouse records,
but, in addition, a purchase record and a cost record.
The cost record is most valuable throughout the year in locating
prices, and saves the need of having another index somewhere
with cost information. It will also show fluctuations in cost,
whereas, most cost books are erased and only the last price appears in them. Another valuable reason for having this cost
information right with the stock record is for use at inventory
time, because it eliminates the need for pawing through a lot of
invoices in the files to locate cost of the items on the inventory.
With this cost record right with the stock record, the quantities
of each item shown on the inventory can be posted to the stock
record as the up -to -date figure and while this is being done the
cost is read from the stock record and the inventory record is
thereby priced.
We now have a warehouse record, a purchase record and a
cost record, which gives us a stock record for all ordinary refer-

ence purposes.
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But before we can get control, or rather, automatic control, before over - stocks are exposed quickly and easily, before stocks that
are getting low and need to be ordered are recognized quickly and
without much consuming of time, we need two additional types
of information. The first of these is a record of the movement
of the item by months, or weeks, as the demands may dictate,
and the second is some signalling device that will show quickly
the status of every item.
By adding columns that will show the movement of the item
by months over a period of years, we greatly assist the buyer in
his decision, as he can see at a glance the trend of each item, as
well as the approximate quantity that is moving each month.
Before going on to describe this signalling feature I would like
to say here that many business houses are still using a maximum
and minimum figure on their stock records in spite of the fact
that these figures are used very little after they are once established
on the card. What I mean, when I say they are used very little,
is that they are seldom changed, whereas, the actual maximum
and minimum necessarily changes with each fluctuation of sales.
The modern record dispenses with this out -of -date maximum and
minimum quantity figure and uses in its place the week's supply
basis which I will describe later.
When I mentioned the three things that need to be considered
in the installation of a stock record, I did not mention that the
type of equipment would have to be decided on. I purposely did
not bring this matter up earlier because the type of equipment cannot be decided on until the things that the stock record is supposed to do and expected to do is decided on.
Now, we carried the stock record function analysis first on a
simple warehouse record to which we added in succession, purchase record, cost record, monthly consumption record and signals
for stock condition. Without changing the functioning of the
record we might have added, for manufacturing purposes or for
financial purposes, a column for the valuation of stock disbursement on hand, or an available balance column.
Now if the stock record is to be used only as a warehouse
record, or even if we add to this warehouse record the purchase
and cost record, we might put it in a vertical file, using a card
with indexes to separate the various items, or a visible book or
204
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an ordinary loose -leaf binder, but when many entries must be
made each day and operating costs become a heavy item, or when
references must be made quickly, the visible cabinet type of
equipment will serve best.
With a vertical card, the visible book, or the ordinary loose leaf binder methods, usually a single sheet is used for each item.
This is naturally the simplest form. When a single card or a
sheet is used, all of the entries of receipts and disbursements are
made on the same card and on fast moving items where the perpetual inventory is used, the card is consumed in either several
weeks or several months.
At the most, very few cards will last longer than a year. With
the double -card record the entries that are most numerous are
made on the lower card and all the purchase records are made on
the upper cards. The upper card also contains the history of the
movement by months over a period of years.
With the visible cabinet type equipment a separate insert or
title piece is used, on which the title of the item is written on the
visible margin, thereby making it possible to set up a file in neat
orderly manner the first time it is titled, and as this title is never
changed as long as the item remains in stock, perfect uniformity
and legibility is maintained. The warehouse card, or receipts and
disbursements card, may be filed directly in back of this insert
and can be removed or a new one added from time to time without consuming time and writing a title upon it.
When the double card record is used, no more entries are required than are required if all of the work is done on a single
card or sheet. Yet, by separating the cards and having all the receipts and disbursements on one card and the order record along
with cost of monthly consumption on the other card, it makes it
possible to analyze trends by one month of the year against the
same month of another year, as well as monthly trends during
the year and seasonal requirements.
The cabinet type visible equipment makes it possible to use a
progressive signal in the visible margin of the card. This signal
is moved from left to right as the monthly postings are made to
the upper card and the edge of the signal rests on a scale at whatever number of weeks' supply happens to be on hand. This scale
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shows the weeks of the year from one to eighteen weeks and then
months, five, six, eight, ten and so on to twenty -four months.
According to distance and source of supply any number of weeks
may be set up as a proper week's supply to have on hand or as
an ordering period. With this method minimum and maximum
figures need not be calculated from time to time as they are automatically taken care of by the signals showing the number of
weeks' supply on hand which is based on the most recent movement
as compared with stock on hand or the most recent average movement as compared to stock on hand.
With the progressive signal in use, much time is saved in ordering, as it is unnecessary to review each card and analyze the stock
against movement or against the minimum that might have been set
up some time ago which might no longer be the proper figure.
With the progressive signal in use, just one glance at the slide
might expose four or ten items out of fifty or sixty.
To illustrate: Should your inventory on hand at the end of the
month on a certain item show that you have sixty and during
the past thirty days the posting of the sales for the month was
thirty, your signal would be moved to eight. If on some other
item you had sixty on hand and the monthly posting showed twenty
your signal would show that you have twelve weeks supply on
hand. If your ordering period should be eight weeks, that is, assuming that you wish to order whenever a stock of any item is
down to eight weeks' supply, you would have a line drawn prominently on the visible margin of the insert at eight weeks and
whenever the signal moved along to that position, you would
analyze this particular item for further ordering.
In this way one glance at a slide of 5o or 6o items reflects the
inventory condition. All items that are running low have the
signals toward the left and all items that are slow moving, and
where the sales are low as compared to the stock on hand, the
signal is to the right.
With this method it is not necessary to wait until the end of the
month to move the signals, because in such cases where disbursements are being made during the month and the signal is already
rather close to the eight weeks' ordering period, as postings are
made from time to time the clerk making the postings quickly re206
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views the quantity and moves the signals in accordance with the
conditions at the time.
Now you might ask the question: What should we do if we
have stock on hand which shows that we might require eight to
ten months to move it at the present rate of movement? When
the signals show that overstocked conditions exist, there are several things that need to be done: first, prominently display the
item, make sure that it is in the price book or in the list of
merchandise to be sold; second, include it in the general advertising
program, possibly it has never appeared there; third, give it special
advertising. Bring out the stuffers that are under the stairway
in the basement and enclose them with your shipments, or mail
them out along with a special mimeographed letter. Next, offer
bonuses to sales people to get rid of it. Following this, reduce
the price and if that doesn't move it, get rid of it at any cost,
because you are only piling up an overhead of 18¢ per year on
each $i invested in that item that remains on the shelf.
Now to review, let me say, a good stock record will pay a
greater return on initial cost than any other operating record in
the business.
In the consideration of a stock record, pay more attention to
what it will do than to initial cost and operating costs.
A good stock record which automatically exposes over - stocked
conditions will positively keep an inventory 2 0 % to 309'0 lower
than any other record, or any other means that might be used to
keep stocks down.
For every dollar that is saved in inventory investment, or in a
reduction in inventory, you save 18¢ per year in overhead, which
is naturally added to the net profit of the business.
A good stock record is not an expense; it is an asset.
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UT I L I T I Z A T I O N
A New Pay -As- You -Go Principle to Supplant Time
Depreciation
By John Paul y, Cost Account an t,
Hampden Glaz ed Pa per & Card Compan y, Hol yoke, Mass.
iiREVERENTLY and somewhat reticently we approach this sub ject and present it for general consideration. It has been the
object of no mean thought over a period of several years during
which an ever - increasing urge has fastened its tentacles on the
mind of the writer. Although it is recognized that any condemnation of the time - honored time depreciation method would verge
on and invoke the pains and penalties of heresy in a profession
staid and stigmatically grounded in the precepts and traditions
of the past, yet, the Rubicon must be crossed.
As a prefatory example of how ready we are to negate neological and unorthodox presentations, with what reluctance we launch
out into uncharted seas, I recall that at a recent meeting of the
Springfield Chapter a show of hands disclosed the fact that but
a relatively few business firms had adopted standard costs in part
or in full. In other fields of industrial and commercial activity
this tendency is less apparent.
As a matter of observation, depreciation has been over a period
of years, probably the least understood among the items of expense. Time out of proportion has been spent by the accounting
fraternity in an effort to make a basically unsound and impracticable method sufficiently flexible for general acceptance by management and laity as a sound basis for control.
It is recalled how, two decades ago or so, factory superintendents
and foremen, on receiving the monthly expense reports, stampeded
when no satisfactory or understandable justification was forth coming for this formidable item, impossible of control and seemingly out of step at times with the other items on the expense
sheet. Leaping ahead a quarter century to the present, as we
analyze the standard hourly rate, or question the variances, or
delve into the unabsorbed burden, we still find depreciation a
bone of contention. There it stands on a pedestal, disproportionate and unwieldy where quite universally there is an appre209
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ciable gap between capacity and current production. This is expressly true where there has been no adjustment of fixed asset
values to current replacement value or some other sound basis, and
where huge undepreciated residues press for liquidation into cost.
From the accounting viewpoint, depreciation has been generally
taken for granted. Its resistance to control, however, and the
necessity for serving it in capsulated form, has been responsible for
a stultification of enthusiasm, morale and effort, especially in those
plants where haply the management principle extends down
through the factory staff to foremen and department heads, and
where the department manager is responsible not only for men
and materials but also for machines and money. All the more true
is this where incentive prevails.
Admittedly, with the refinements of the later years, looking
toward a more intelligent and equitable determination of estimated
life as a basis for spreading this element, and with provision for
embracing unused space and equipment in an administrative account, the former objections have been partially countered and
the opposition partly quelled. But the rumblings of dissatisfaction
are still audible and just now due to subnormal business coupled
with extreme competition, they are thunderous and pointed. And
where there is smoke there is fire. Hence, this subject is brought
out into the limelight for open discussion, for analysis and for
solution, giving it a position of priority on our list of major objectives.
It is recognized at the outset, that in this, as in any pioneering
effort, the tail must necessarily wag the dog. We have here a
problem that must ultimately be dealt with not only by management
and the accounting profession but also by governmental tax divisions, which have always registered pointed interest in depreciation
as a factor in arriving at what may legitimately constitute profit.
The inherent weaknesses and inaccuracies of current practices
as we shall endeavor to portray, leave much to be desired from a
practical standpoint and would seem to justify a revolutionary departure from the popular method. And the time is ripe to instigate thought on the subject while the urge for something pre hensible is so keenly felt as a result of the unprecedented business
depression which seems now to be giving way to the cycle of improvement.
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It is accepted that the invasion of this realm, while fraught with
possibility, confluently offers potential difficulties and is probably
involved in a labyrinth of perplexities. This is however so typical
of any forward movement and any effort to progress that, with
a sublime indifference to contemporary usage and taste, let us
search out the promised land, and refuse to bow to the "death hand of tradition," as one writer has classified ultraconservatism
as it confronts business progress.
It seems fair to assume that the following fundamental principle
so expressed by an authority on costs, is generally acceptable as
a springboard from which to launch forth: "Cost accounting
is a system of records in which factory activity and expenses are
classified, analyzed, and so applied that each product of the plant
bears exactly its share of expenditures for purchased materials,
labor and the other elements of expense necessary to its production and distribution."
The principle defined in this sentence expresses an open challenge to time depreciation. We introduce here a new and rudimentary principle, UTILITIZATION, by means of which it will
be endeavored to determine that more legitimate share of capital
expense as one of those other elements above referred to; and with
which it is hoped to free the existing method from its rigid traditional fetters.
In a vague and fragmentary way, the standardization of life
spans for popular equipment has succeeded in curbing some of the
former wild escapades of time depreciation. But somewhat impervious to the lessons of experience, there has evidently been as
yet no contemplation of that essential principle, Pay -As- You -Go.
Let us reminisce a bit to those years, not far back but now
quite forgotten, when three -shift production was a subject of
common discussion; when manufacturing plants were universally
busy; when business just rolled in without regard to the quality
of selling effort; when price was of secondary consideration; and
when large bonanzas were turned over to the government supposedly as excess profits, a part of which in reality consisted of
mal- depreciated capital expense when costs were somewhat fictitious and sub - normal, lacking a commensurate depreciation charge
in keeping with actual wear and tear.
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This fallibility in cost forms argument number one in favor of,
and the keystone objective sought in, the proposed change. It
forms the basic urge for an exploration seeking some device to
remove the specter of obsolescence from this picture. The hand
of the latter has played a twofold part in this mischief: first,
the physical life of buildings and machines was lessened by the
excessive wear and tear; secondly, the tremendous overproduction of that period, requiring in some instances a matter of years
to consume, raised the machine mortality rate due to interim hazard of vogue changes; also, the time crept nearer when improvement in design of part or machine would silence its activity and
terminate its usefulness, leaving excessive undepreciated residues
as will be shown further on.
Molded by the austere hand of adversity, we observe an ever increasing tendency to champion the pay -as- you -go principle in
the present order of business. It is daily becoming more thoroughly knit and woven into our national commercial system. For
instance, as an extreme illustration of the extent to which this is
true, we read of stores which have been rented in consideration of
the payment of a predetermined percentage of the profits which
the tenant hopes to realize.
Hence, it does not seem illogical nor unnatural that time depreciation must ultimately abdicate in favor of a pay -as- you -go
spread of the cost of fixed assets. UTILITIZATION embodies a
utility or rental charge just as ordinarily applied to a building or
machine and aims to embrace the element of wear and tear consistently and to make provision against premature obsolescence
either through over - production, change in vogue or physical deterioration.
It is not the intent, purpose or hope of this article to work out
a panacea for the problem. If we succeed in enunciating a principle which might serve as a foundation upon which the ultimate
superstructure may be erected, this article shall not have been
written in vain. In the mirror of experience and through the
telescope of perspective, there has been envisaged a new structure
of refinement, springing up out of wreckage caused by the inadequacy of the system of the past, crudely effective though it may
have been.
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Pertinent to the thread of this discussion are the graphs shown
in Figures i and 2 which point with piercing clarity to the salient
points of difference between depreciation and UTILITIZATION,
two methods for amortizing capital expense which are contrasted
here. A hypothetical machine has been chosen, intended to produce metal parts, at an assumed cost of $2,750 (installed where
installation cost is set up).
In Figure i a straight line has been plotted across the sheet
representing the current arbitrary, uniform, rigid, relentless depreciation of $275 annually for ten years, the estimated life. In
both graphs we see a theoretical production curve including the
recurring business cycles, such as: the early development period
when production is slow until the kinks have been removed by
experimental production; the heydey of maximum output; the
declination into business depression; and the inevitable premature
mortality traceable to change in vogue or the advent of more proficient methods.
Going back seven paragraphs, the first major argument in favor
of a change to UTILITIZATION or its equivalent was outlined.
By spreading capital expense on the basis of (a) unit of output,
(b) machine hours, (c) tonnage, (d) total sales or (e) graduated
rental, which constitute UTILITIZATION, benefit number two
lies in a modest, nominal contribution to cost during the trying
stage when operator and supervision alike must be trained, and
when unanticipated details must be worked out and minor difficulties overcome. It is hoped thus to round out a fair and undistorted
cost during that vital period when sales price must be determined
and fitted into market possibilities. A cost predicated on this
early subnormal volume but including the same uniform depreciation as when this machine runs smoothly three shifts daily, is
abnormal, distorted and grotesque and offers a slim contribution
to the establishment of a marketing price at that time when a dependable cost would ordinarily have been of the greatest value.
The trajectory in Figures i and 2 may now be followed up
the hill into the prosperity cycle where our machine is surging
busily ahead 24 hours daily. While direct labor, supplies, repairs,
power and the semi- variables are all charged to cost commensurately and consistently with consumption of these elements, we
find that this momentous item (capital expense) is interjected on a
213
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subnormal and inadequate basis according to this ancient, antiquated, and hopefully almost obsolete system, depreciation. Drifting along the stream of fancy, just to digress for a moment, does
it seem too much in the dreamworld of accounting to hope that all
elements of expense may some day be found classed either with
the variables or semi - variables to the extinction of the fixed class?
Reverting to the subnormal costs referred to above, it is unfortunate that the excess payments erroneously made to government during these peak times, represent revenue coming in at a
time when the government is flush and does not need this money.
Conversely, the absorption in cost of abnormal depreciation residues when business tapers off (as well as on the up- grade) has
the effect of robbing the government at a time when revenue gets
thin and there is difficulty in balancing the budget. UT ILITIZATION tends to level off the peaks and fill in the valleys in the
revenue graph. Since the ultimate receipts are not lessened, this
should prove a boon as well from this angle.
The third major benefit expected from UTILITIZATION lies
in the period of declining production. Having adequately absorbed
the unit charge during volume production, commensurately with
wear and tear, the book value balance having been materially eaten
into and the UNUTILITIZED portion sufficiently reduced, we can
now during the depression cycle enjoy that same modest unit
charge. This enables us to better master the extreme competition of this period, minimizes the variances and lowers the unabsorbed burden total. Thus, during a buyer's market, we have
removed a millstone from the neck of, and a thorn from the side
of, cost - minded management. And further, we have the satisfaction of knowing that our capital investment is being charged
into cost legitimately and proportionately.
Taking the reader back now to the two graphs, we will point to
benefit number four to be derived from UTILITIZATION, as the
part knocked out on our machine slopes toward extinction. Machine activity is now brought to almost nil and production prematurely curbed by the hand of obsolescence for one of several
reasons: improvement in design of product; improvement in this
type of machine; or changes in style or vogue. In Figure i it
will be noticed that a substantial undepreciated remnant of the
first cost must now assume the form of a write -off, a too familiar
216
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specter out of the past. A glance at Figure 2 discloses that our
machine became fully UTILITIZED during its fifth year by an
unprecedented over - production in the several preceding years, thus
forestalling the necessity for a write -off. This boon to management would of itself constitute a major justification for and an
overpowering argument in favor of a right -about face in the existing practice.
At this point it might be well to make a few observations and
dig up some illustrations which might serve hypothetically to
impress upon us indelibly the fallacy of the current system and
acquaint us with some of the headaches which have been harvested
out of a rigid adherence to conventionalities. First, we look in
on a punch press and stamping concern, or a drop forge company,
or manufacturer of die cast products. The cycle of good business
brings a need for the construction of new dies and molds, (a
share of which cost is usually borne without profit by the customer.) Not infrequently new machines or at least new appurtenances for old machines, of improved design, are also required.
Of this initial cost, only a modest share is now depreciated into
cost, hoping naturally for a more extended period of usefulness.
Then we begin to receive the inevitable customer holdups with but
remote prospects of obtaining releases, and the pinch of unabsorbed
equipment begins to be felt.
Depreciation, as though conscious of unchallenged supremacy,
says "Nothing can be done —there is no way out." UT ILITIZATION says, "Yes, something can be done —and the answer is
simple. Instead of smearing this fixed cost on a straight line basis
over a period of time, a given quantity of output or tonnage may
be budgeted to absorb it consistently with physical use; in fact any
of the five bases referred to earlier in the article may be employed.
For example the UTILITIZATION charge might be, say io¢ per
thousand for stampings, 5¢ per hundred for the moldings or
$1.50 per ton for the forgings."
Peeking into another and very different industry, that of paper
conversion, what do we see? A prodigious investment in design
rolls for decorating and embossing paper, replete with peak production variety. But alas, during that era of 2 4 -hour employment of these facilities, only a nominal depreciation charge was
inducted into cost, disproportionate to physical wear and tear, leav217
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ing staggering undepreciated residues to embarrass cost (or variances, or unabsorbed burden) during the leaner cycle of competitive selling and in which period some of these rolls will no doubt
succumb to vogue changes, and the burden of this undepreciated
expense must be borne by later business. Just imagine what
UTILITIZATION would have meant as an agency in placing this
burden where it rightfully belonged by means of a spread on a
ream basis over every ream produced.
Late business history is replete with similar instances which have
occurred in many diversified lines of industry and commerce.
What about plants and equipment galore which have been sold of
late at a few per cent of residual book value. Common sense holds
that a system which would have more truly absorbed this capital
expense on a parity with real utility would have precluded some of
the business catastrophies which have dotted the landscape in the
last several years.
And in conclusion, it is logical for the reader to inquire concerning the application of this new principle, for those who are indifferent to the tyranny of tradition will wish to study its application.
Depending somewhat on the nature of product, this application will
have much of local color and cast. A few angles may be drawn out,
however, in an effort to bring this proposition down to earth, and
these generalities will serve at least to suggest a course of action.
Referring again to Figure 2, a utility rate of
per thousand
was assumed, predicated on the quantity of output of which the
machine was physically capable, tempered by the probable requirements of vogue and the possible interference of improved design
or manufacture. Similarly, a unit of output utility rate could be
applied to many lines of manufacture and distribution.
In the case of steel manufacturing, paper making and kindred
lines, the equipment could be set up on the basis of probable tonnage in the light of the usual limitations above referred to. In
paper conversion and in connection with some manufactured paper,
the reamage might serve soundly as the basis for a utility rate. The
product of dies, molds, forms, and assembly lines could all be
budgeted ahead according to potential requirements, physical life,
obsolescence hazard, improvement hazard, etc., and UTILITIZED
on the basis of quantity along with metal parts, wooden parts, fiber
parts, stampings, forgings, die- castings, bakelite parts, rubber parts
218
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and tires, and that great miscellany of manufactures which have
not fallen within the realm of the writer's immediate observation.
A group of machines within a department might in some cases
be advantageously UTILITIZED on a machine -hour basis or total
production hours, especially where department centers are liquidated through the application of hourly rates.
Buildings and appurtenances lend themselves to several methods,
employing the basic pay -as- you -go principle. Total sales or tonnage would serve well where possible, as being quite consistent with
wear and tear. It would be necessary to budget sales or tonnage
for a considerable time into the future, based upon history affected
by known trends and careful perspective.
A satisfactory method would consist of charging the various departments with a fluctuating graduated rental, just as though the
space were rented from outside parties. The current square -foot
rates would apply, checked from time to time with market, and
varying with general business from a high prosperity rate commensurate with wear and tear of that period to a depression rate
contemplating the lesser physical depreciation. This utility charge
could also be consistently graduated according to desirability of
space and superiority of location, exactly as in the event of outside
rentals. This would fully conform to the pay -as- you -go principle.
In conclusion, the reader should bear in mind that we have had
to deal in this article with generalities; that the illustrations and
examples have grown out of the writer's particular contacts, observations and experiences; that we have tried in a weak way to
outline a principle; that much has been left uncovered especially in
the way of application and especially in connection with commercial
activities foreign to manufacturing; and that the ultimate benefit
derivative from the fruit of the seed here sown, lies with the individual reader, coupled with the reception given by accounting as
a profession to the proposed new pay -as- you -go principle of
UT ILIT IZAT ION.
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OUR OPEN FORUM
"I have read with considerable interest Mr. Howa rd L. Cooper's paper
on 'Controversia l Pha ses of Standard Costs.' T he pa per proves to be very
interesting and I was particularly impressed with the research work that
wa s done in the prepara tion a s evidenced by the bibliography.
"However, it see ms to me th a t Mr. Cooper d oes not give the 'old timers'
all the credit that is du e them as he sta tes (a t the top of pa ge 8 3 ) a s follows:
'In all the literature of cost accounting prior to 1918 the writer has
been u na ble to find a ny method other tha n tha t in which the entire costs
of manu factu re must in some wa y or a nother be loa ded on to the produ ct
being ma nu factu red.'
"I wish to ca ll attention to the fact that in 1916 Mr. Clinton H . Scovell
published a book entitled 'Cost Accounting and Burden Application.' This
was a most interesting book written by a man who did much to further
accounting.
"Cha pter 12, beginning on pa ge 175, is devoted entirely to u nearned burden. On pa ge 177, Mr. Scovell trea ts wha t he ca lls a 'fa lse theory' in which
he sa ys:
'One great weakness of a ll of the older methods of charging burden
t o c o st . . . is tha t they contempla te cha rging a ll of the burden against
the product made, regardless of whether the plant is running at full
or part capa city.'
"I do n ot wish t o ta k e a n y of t he gl or y th a t Mr. Cooper is ju stly entitled
to through his splendid treatment of 'Controversial Pha ses of Standard
Costs,' but I do think that our former president, Mr . Scovell, shOndd not
be forgotten a nd tha t the ideas tha t he a nd the ot her h ewers in the wilderness had mu st be remembered."
FRANK TUPPER,
Fra nk Tu pper & Co.,
Public Accounta nts,
Worcester, Mass.
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